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The President’s Corner
Dear fellow-members,
It’s time again for the most
important event of the year
– the SSSS Annual Lecture
and Dinner. This year we
are very privileged to have
Mr Lindsay Holland as our
distinguished guest
speaker. Mr Holland is a
r e n ow n e d a n d awa r d
winning architect from
Melbourne. He will be sharing his experiences in
designing and constructing steel frame houses. It will
be a most interesting lecture covering details of structural
systems and detailing, with examples of imaginative,
innovative and experimental use of steel. Read more
about this lecture within this issue of Steel News and
Notes.
In the area of international relations, I am pleased to
inform you that the SSSS has been invited by the
International Iron and Steel Institute (IISI) to join the
“Living Steel” project. This is a 5-year programme
(2005-2010) managed by the IISI to grow the market
for steel construction. Its main focus is to expand the
market for steel solutions in residential construction. As
a supporting member of this programme, the SSSS will
join various steel construction organisations from around
the world in this promotional effort.
Meanwhile, our society has also been requested by BCA
and SPRING Singapore to play a leading role to help
the industry in preparing for and implementing the
structural Eurocodes 3 and 4. These are the European
Standards for the design of steel structures and the design
of composite steel and concrete structures respectively.
This is a great honour for our society and reflects the
growing recognition of the SSSS as a respected and
value-adding organisation in the construction sector.
Finally just a reminder. Don’t forget to join us at Seletar
Country Club for our SSSS-Continental Challenge
Trophy on Wednesday, 18 October. Enjoy a day of golf
and interaction with business associates and at the same
time, help raise scholarship funds for deserving
undergraduates.
Warmest regards,
Tan Tian Chong
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Soft Steel
22nd Annual Lecture
by Lindsay Holland BArch(Hons), MArch ARAIA
Director, Lindsay Holland Pty Ltd Architects
Introduction
Steel frame houses occupy often unique moments in
the history of the modern house. They suggest an
optimism and progressive intention often admired but
seldom influential in any broader sense.
They are true prototypes, often exploring structural
principles and construction systems or organizations
outside conventional building practices and
professional relationships.
This lecture will examine at times historically distant and
geographically disparate projects and precedents all
of which lie at the core of an experimental steel
architecture.
It is a survey, a personal biography or map of sorts and
does not pretend to deal with every significant project
or architect.
The lecture will also hopefully demonstrate how these
projects have informed the creation of several
completed steel frame houses within my practice,
together with a more recent speculative project
waiting conceptual development.
These houses are influenced by both these global
precedents yet rooted in a local condition, rich in its
own architectural cultural diversity and traditions.
The houses will be examined in detail, particularly their
structural systems and details, and the professional and
construction environment in which they are realized.
Singapore + Melbourne
In this lecture I will try to demonstrate that context
across time, geography and culture is always an
important aspect to understand in any project and I
would like to think you can now see something of the
linkages that unify this rather personal pursuit of steel in
the architecture of the individual house.
In thinking about this lecture, I could not help but reflect
on the unique yet seemingly different worlds that we
inhabit in Singapore and Melbourne.
I like knowing the relative scale of things, but I was taken
somewhat by surprise when I prepared this image of
Melbourne and Singapore!
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This more than any image perhaps sets the context for
the work to follow.
Exposure to difference is often the best way of learning
to better understand ourselves.
Historically we are both English colonies.
Singapore in 1819 and Melbourne, originally a colony
of NSW, became an independent state in 1851.
Thanks largely to my ongoing teaching at RMIT
University and coming into contact with many
Singaporean students, I well remember the day I learnt
that Singapore is equatorial - seemingly always hot and
humid and where – to my embarrassment after
criticising a student’s project for its lack of sunshading I
was politely advised that north or south sunshading is
simply not required!
Melbourne by contrast has four distinct seasons – hot
summers and cold wet winters and solar control can
play an important part in architectural expression.
It is a warm temperate climate, capable of extremes,
located as we are, as some say, stuck between
Antarctica and the Central Australian deserts!
Singapore has four times Melbourne’s rainfall, and the
city has been under strict water restrictions for some
years now, a situation that may, in fact never change.
Geographically, the Greater Melbourne Area,
stretches 100 kilometres across, and has an area 6,000
square kilometres, spreading in all directions around
Port Phillip Bay, itself 1950 square kilometres in area and
48 kilometres long by 40 kilometres wide.
3.5 million people inhabit the Greater Melbourne Area
with denser high-rise residential life in the central CBD
only a phenomenon of the last fifteen years.
Singapore’s population is nearing 4.5 million and
Singapore’s density is 6000 people per square kilometre,
ten times that of Melbourne.

Singaporean life is lived compressed, grided,
orthogonal and vertical where land and natural
environment is precious and limited.
Melbourne spreads itself out away from the central
traditional commercial and historical core over vast
tracts of suburbia, much of it is prized for its rather
provincial ‘liveability’.
It is for the most part, an extremely comfortable place
to negotiate, some might say too much so!
But suburbia is not always good environmentally,
socially and economically.
The suburban dream remains one of home ownership
of the detached dwelling, although the size and type
of housing is shifting dramatically as household profiles
change and the traditional family unit no longer
represents the normative condition.
Melbourne 2030 is a new planning policy that aims to
limit Melbourne’s future growth to within current
metropolitan boundaries, with plans for an anticipated
additional 1,000,000 people by 2030.
Yet despite these enormous quantifiable differences,
people get on with their lives, sharing much the same
life experiences and I trust what follows will be a suitably
enjoyable one for all of you.

Main Entrance

Details of Braced Glazed Wall

Crystal Palace, London, 1851

Built in less than forty weeks, this building remains a
benchmark for all of the extraordinarily positive
attributes of steel construction viz modularity,
enhanced materiality, speed of execution and
lightness.
Eugene-Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc is the continental
antithesis, highly cultivated, academic and best known
for his theories and work in conservation, notably Notre
Dame in Paris.
Equally important, but somewhat less well known are
his treatises on architecture (Discourses: 1858-1872) that
remain to this daily unfamiliar yet important precursors
to modernist ideals in architecture.
What interests specifically is not the scale of these
projects, but the transparently humanistic intention in
the process of design and construction particularly as
it affected development of ideas concerning
articulation and modulation of steel elements and
connections,
In The Crystal Palace, Paxton explores modes of
fabrication, erection and mechanisation perhaps not
seen before in industrialised England or elsewhere.

Buckminster Fuller, Dymaxion World

1952

Elements are scaled for easy and systematic erection
– almost with a prescient Fordian production-line
intention.

A Brief Global History : Steel In The Architecture Of
Houses
To understand the use of steel in the architecture of
the individual house a brief, decidedly personalised,
historical overview seems important.
Firstly, there is an academic deeper history.
Perhaps the two most important figures in the evolution
of steel in architecture are an Englishman, Henry Paxton
(1801 – 1865) and Frenchman, Eugene-Emmanuel
Viollet-le-Duc (1814-1879).
Joseph Paxton, the Duke of Devonshire’s
superintendent of gardens without formal training in
either architecture or engineering, is remembered for
his design and construction of The Crystal Palace (1851)
built for the first world’s Fair in Hyde Park.

Erection

Glazed Roof Assembly

Crystal Palace, London, 1851

Details are simplified to the point where no
contemporary structural codes could ever allow
justification, yet they worked and worked well, allowing
for erection in 1852, dismantling two years later and
re-erection until fire destroyed the building in 1936.
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Pin Joint:
Column - Beam Detail

Crystal Palace, London, 1851

Main Entrance

In Viollet-le-Duc’s treatises and speculations, human
and animate forms and jointing are analysed and
abstracted to discover new jointing systems previously
unimaginable before the invention of steel and
wrought iron as construction materials.

Interior Under Main Dome

Royal Exhibition Building, Melbourne, 1880

Parallel with these larger more spectacular projects is
another area of colonial activity.
This little building forms one of a collection of prefabricated steel buildings re-located to a site in inner
Melbourne.

Elevations

Assembly Hall

Application Of The Joints
of Bones To Mechanics

Detail
Great Hall

Viollet-le-Duc - Discourses : 1858-1872

Equally his architectural and structural speculations
have a structural inventiveness and understanding of
the materiality that proved to be enormously influential
to architects and engineers over the next 50 years.
As important a figure as America’s Frank Lloyd Wright,
in his usual somewhat dismissive attitude to
contemporary modernist architecture and architects
of his time, regarded Viollet-le-Duc’s writings and
speculations as genuinely one of the most insightful
contributions on structure and new materiality to
nineteenth and twentieth architecture.
These projects and ideas were of the rapidly
industrialising first world.
H o w e v e r, t h e y r e m a i n c o n t e x t u a l l y o f l i t t l e
consequence in Australia at that time.
As late as 1880, Melbourne hosted its own International
Exhibition and to do so constructed the Royal Exhibition
Building.
This remains the largest timber building in the southern
hemisphere and recently obtained international
recognition through its World Heritage listing.
An imposing building in its scale, and rich in historical
references, it lacks virtually any interest in emerging
structural systems or new materials suitable for largescale buildings.
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Prefabricated Iron Cottage, South Melbourne, 1854

Despite their obvious modesty, the systemisation,
modularity, detail and sheer optimism they evoke
remains to this day – the pretension of a civilising familiar
influence in the new and unknown land perhaps?
Equally, notwithstanding the advent of far more
sophisticated construction systems and mechanisation
and even automation, the basic processes of
conceptualisation and production seem familiar and
informing.
Secondly, there is the history of contemporary
architecture – global and local.
European modern architecture curiously offers little to
the world of expressed steel structure.
Perhaps due to climatic concerns, structural steel exists
largely as concealed/imbedded within composite
concrete and steel systems where articulation is
minimal.
The obvious exceptions in Europe remain in the work
of Art Nouveau architects and engineers
Works that fall outside of this discussion, save one.
Pierre Chareau’s La Maison Verre, built in Paris in 1930,
although essentially a large scale renovation, is a
transformation of a traditional Parisian townhouse,
perhaps best exemplifies this.

Other projects of this time such as Keck + Keck’s House
of Tomorrow (1933) for the Century of Progress
International Exposition in Chicago are equally
informing.

La Maison Verre, Paris, 1930

Through its use of articulated and expressed steel
framing and recently invented glass blocks, it represents
an almost singular experiment in steel construction at
the domestic level, curiously conceived and
constructed apparently without the need for
conventional documentation, relying much more on
Chareau’s experience working directly with
metalworkers and craftsmen within his immediate
workaday world.

Under Construction

View with Airplane Hanger Door

Plans including Basement Airplane Hanger

Equally, buildings like Ludwig Mies van der Rohe’s
Barcelona Pavilion, 1929, are often more polemic as
an expression of modernist minimalism that actual
expressions of steel structure and structural systems.
Structural cruciform steel columns are elegantly, yet
curiously, clad in polished stainless steel.

House of Tomorrow (1933)

A further project by Keck + Atwood, Crystal House
(1934) for the same exhibition again demonstrates the
optimism and vitality that steel housing offered as a
solution in a search towards affordable, postDepression housing.

Under Construction

Elevation

Column Detail

Barcelona Pavilion, Barcelona, 1929

In America, structural steel in residential architecture
and the emergence of interest in structural steel
expression remained largely experimental in the years
leading up to WW II.
Iconic projects such as Buckminster Fuller’s Dymaxion
House of 1930 and ‘4D Towers’ of 1932 attempt to
harness the emerging systems and scales of industrial
production and pre-fabrication with limited, if not no
real success, yet these projects enhanced Buckminster
Fuller’s reputation as an inspirational visionary and
inventor, if not successful innovator in domestic
architecture.

Dymaxion House (1930)

‘4D Towers’
(1932)

Section

View

Crystal House, Chicago (1934)

The other great impetus in America and global
architecture comes with the German architect Mies
van der Rohe’s move to America and the later
development of the ‘ International Style’.
After his arrival in the late 1930’s, Mies van der Rohe’s
work at Illinois Institute of Technology in Chicago from
1940 represents the beginning of a real investigation
of structural steel and structural expression in
architecture.
But it is not the world of industrialisation or prefabrication
that provides impetus for his work, rather a highly
evolved and aesthetised concept of construction
coincident with a move towards the corporatisation
of the work-site and work-place.
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Works such as the IIT Campus and Crown Hall remain
influential and formative projects.

Corner Detail
Column Beam Jointing Details

Elevation

Glazed Walls - Column Details

Farnsworth House, Illinois, 1946 - 1949

Structural System

Crown Hall Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, 1940

These are formal, intellectual and highly disciplined and
exemplary of the educational philosophy Mies brings
with him from his Bauhaus years.
Ultimately these projects, and others that follow, lead
to the significant body of Inter national Style
architecture characteristic of American and then
global commercial architecture in the 1950’s and
thereafter.
The larger scale projects become almost the normative
benchmark and approach in America and Europe
commercial and institutional architecture.

Perhaps never before had an architect adopted such
a reductive approach to not only steel structure and
transparent enclosure but also to domesticity itself.

Philip Johnston’s own house at New Connecticut (194951) remains the most explicit continuation of this
approach with regional ‘schools’ emerging throughout
America, largely in the Mid-West and the east coast.
At face value these two houses seem similar, yet a
whole lecture could be devoted to their differences –
from relationship to the ground, to differences in how
windows interact with walls and more.

But this architecture at a domestic level remained
largely isolated, if not elitist, with far more conservative
and mainstream forces determining the evolution of
the real domestic built environment.
Dominant among Mies’ output is Farnsworth House,
Plano Illinois, 1946 - 1949.

Exterior

Roof-Window
Wall

Column-Window
Wall

Philip Johnston House, New Connecticut, 1949-1951

Generally it is the pre-disposition of individual architects
that determines the spread of this highly rarified
structuralist approach across America, and indeed
globally.
This is a kit of intellectual parts, to be reassembled in
the mind of the designer to produce highly resolved
individual outcomes.
Most industrialised countries would have examples
somewhere within their local architectural histories,
modified to suit the vagaries of culture and climate
and available materials and labour skills.

Farnsworth House, Illinois, 1946 - 1949

In post-WW II America the future of the fully
prefabricated industrialised steel house comes to a
close, almost symbolically, with Buckminster Fuller’s
development of the Witchita House (1945).

Elevation
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Under Construction

Under Construction
Under Construction

Framing + View

Interior

Case Study House 08, Charles + Ray Eames,
Los Angeles, 1945-1949

Erecting The Roof

Erecting The Roof Cowl

Case Study House 18, Craig Elwood, Los Angeles, 1956-1958

Completed Interior

Completed Exterior

Witchita House, Kansas, 1945

Despite enormous hype and publicity and positive
public response, the house failed to generate
purchasing interest within the construction industry or
public, a public more attuned to, and desirous of, more
conventional notions of ‘home’ particularly after the
ravages and insecurities of WW II on America’s
domestic economy and psyche.
Arguably the military – industrial complex offered
necessary and essential places of work and survival
and its industrial – based images were not places
identifiable as places of humanity, domesticity and
family.

Case Study House 22, Pierre Koenig, Los Angeles, 1959-1960

Climate, geography and a more relaxed culture saw
these architects aspire to large, lightweight open
planned houses.

Other countries continue the search for the highly
industrialised prefabricated house.
Jean Prouve in France had limited success, mainly
working in aluminium and timber.

Their modernism was more eclectic and mannered,
but no less skilful, than the rarefied mid-west and eastcoast equivalents with far greater interest in
connections to an often more natural, less manicured
landscape.
In many respects this work remained regionally specific
and its influence on an architectural professional in
America and elsewhere continues to be popular yet
marginal in influence.

The next phase in the use of steel, and more specifically
expressed steel framing, emerges on the west coast of
America around Los Angeles from mid-1940’s to mid1960’s.

Possibly two of the best examples of this capacity for
the influence of steel to shift across time and
geography are two further examples of buildings in
Europe.

Here a group of architects and perhaps importantly,
industrial designers and similar allied professionals, saw
more site specific processes of modulation and the use
of pre-formed industrial elements bought ‘off the shelf’
almost, as a means towards an efficient affordable
housing model.

A seldom published work of Le Corbusier, an Exhibition
Pavilion in Zurich (1964-65), represents perhaps his only
attempt at expressed steel framing and cladding.

These houses became known as the ‘Case Study
Houses’.
Largely published and promoted through the
magazine ‘Arts + Architecture’ edited by John Entenza,
with photographs by Julius Shulman, the works of such
architects and designers as Charles + Ray Eames, Craig
Elwood and Pierre Koenig became known.

Exterior

Exhibition Pavilion, Zurich, 1964-1965

Jointing Detail
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Its structural principle of clustered equal angle columns,
evokes perhaps the Barcelona Pavilion of thirty years
before but its grammar of expressed steel columns and
infill cladding resonates as a model through many later
projects by other architects exploring the formal
expression of exposed steel framing, infill panelling and
the celebration of modes of fixing.
The other project is English architect Michael Hopkin’s
own house in suburban London (1978).

In 1978, Norman Foster had just finished his first clutch
of informed steel framed buildings of which the
Sainsbury Centre was emblematic.
Foster also wrote about his desire to design buildings
that reflected the best of established working practices
of the building industry but to design them with the
intent of giving dignity to the work-place by developing
intelligently considered buildings that would empower
the workforce to desire better outcomes to their often
uncomfortable and sometimes dangerous working
lives.
I hope the above history will now set the background
of the local work to follow.
In other parts of the world steel has been used but
mostly in conjunction with concrete, building codes
restricting sole use of the material.

Hopkins House, London 1978

In my three year stint working in England, I well
remember finding this house by complete accident as
I wandered the streets of London one day looking for
the English poet Keats’ house.

Toyo Ito Tokyo, 1983-1985

Rear

Detail

Tower of The Winds, Tokyo,
1986-1987

In Japan, Toyo Ito’s house,1983 -1985, and his Tower of
the Winds, 1986-1987, represent two of the most
experimental projects in steel of that time, inspired no
doubt by the earlier Metabolists whose work was
predominantly in concrete.
In most recent times the use of steel experimentally has
shifted focus.
Dedicated to simple or even non-existent functional
programs, often temporary pavilions have been
conceived which explore innovative ‘non-linear’ or
fractal geometries as prototypes for larger structural
experiments.
Again, the works of Toyo Ito exemplify this trend.

Section

Hopkins House, London 1978

To stand in front of a modest steel gate at the footpath
looking at what was an equally modest mesh grating
bridge leading to the deceptively simplest of glass
screen walls remains a formative highlight in an
education that no amount of academic training has
ever matched.

Serpentine Gallery Pavilion, London, 2002

It would be impossible, at this point, to not touch briefly
on the work of Sir Norman Foster, Richard Rogers and
Renzo Piano (among others) in these years.
Piano and Rogers Pompidou Centre in Paris was virtually
a place of architectural pilgrimage.
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Pavilion, Bruges, 2002

What I trust I have demonstrated is that steel framed
houses, or more recently small structures, where the
intention is for some ‘pure’ expression of framing, can
become the most optimistic expression of the
aspirations of the culture in which they emerge, and
that the steel frame, almost as an intellectual study in
itself, reverberates across time and geography in all its
varied and wonderfully rich forms.
The output is often exceptional, but seldom becomes
influential, and without being negative in the slightest,
it perhaps impacts only to future generations of
architects and the few clients enlightened enough to
enjoy the acquired tastes of the fruits of this somewhat
rare tree.
Melbourne Architecture
Introduction
Now how does all this lead to an engagement with a
specific and geographically remote place like
Melbourne and a discussion about steel in
architecture?
Earlier I showed you a small prefabricated iron and steel
house transported to Australia the 1850’s, delivered to
Melbourne to provide some level of civilising influence
on a newly formed colonial outpost.
Between 1851 and 1861, Victoria experienced one of
the largest gold rushes of the nineteenth century.
Over the next twenty years Melbourne grew rapidly,
marking itself as one of the new global cities of the
southern hemisphere.
The Royal Exhibition building exemplifies this new found
wealth and confidence.

The work of this period greatly influences the houses
we have designed.
It is realistically not until the Olympic Games of 1956
that Melbourne experiences any sense of architectural
and engineering innovation at a professional level.
This is also the time that many of the architects and
engineers, and particularly the engineer , William Irwin,
all who had served in WW II and who had been trained
academically in the immediate post-war years and
were now, by the mid-1950’s, at a mature phase of
their careers.
Examples of the work of this period shows a highly
adventurous use of new, often quite simple,
technologies and the innovation adaptation of
traditional structural systems, utilising particularly tensile
structures or structures where tension is an active and
expressed element of visible structure.
Firstly, there is the Olympic Pool (1952 – 1956) by Kevin
Borland, Peter McIntyre and John and Phyllis Murphy.
The large transverse steel trusses are supported only at
the upper ends of the raked seating, again supported
on open web trusses in suspension with the static system
completed by vertical steel tie rods anchoring the
structure into the ground, external to the building.

Under Construction

Melbourne 1956

Olympic Pool, Melbourne, 1952-1956

Peter McIntyre’s own house (1955) set by the Yarra River
high above the river’s flood plain limits.
A triangular central ‘A’ frame supports a large floor
plate tied back to the main frame.

Architecturally, however, there is little evidence of
innovation or progressive intention in the use of steel
with much of the work being hybrid forms of English
and European historicism of the time.
The work is largely craft built; much is imported with
little, or no, industrialised base to its manufacture above
mostly manual production of basic building materials
and repetitive elements.
Post WW II
There are two significant developments in the
innovative and experimental use of steel in post-war
Melbourne.

Model of Frame

Model : Original
Cladding

View Across The
Yarra

Peter McIntyre House, 1955

Sidney Myer Music Bowl (1956 –
59) by Yuncken Freeman Bros,
Griffiths and Simpson.
This totally cable supported
structure was a world first predating the works of Frei Otto in
Germany by at least ten years.
Sidney Myer Music Bowl, Melbourne,
1956-1959
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Robin Boyd’s own house (1955) in South Yarra, is
conceived as a continuous tent-like cable structure
over much of its traditional suburban site with the
central area left open to form an internal courtyard.

What perhaps links these projects is that they these are
structures developed at a time of severe post war
material shortages.
And it is of equal coincidence that all these structures
were developed in collaboration with the late William
(Bill) Irwin as the structural engineer who later became
a partner in the firm Irwin Johnston.
Less innovative, but by no means less important, is also
a strong interest during the 1950’s through to the mid1970’s in a localised version of the Case Study houses
emanating out of the west coast of America.
This is the halcyon days in the growth of the suburban
Melbourne as it spread rapidly out from its pre-war
boundaries.
For most of this time, the Royal Australian Institute of
Architects maintained a Small Home Service aimed
specifically at aspiring new home owners who could
not, or did not want to, engage an architect for the
purpose.

Plan

Section Showing Cable Roof Extending Over
Whole of Site

House of Tomorrow Boyd,
Melbourne, 1949

Courtyard

View Out To Courtyard

Finally, there is Robin Boyd’s shops and house in
Burwood (1955), here Boyd, along with Kevin Borland
in similar projects, experiments with the potentiality of
what is known technically as ‘ctesiphon arch’
construction.

Shops and House, Burwood, 1955

This is essentially a loose fabric draped over a curved
support frame which is then sprayed with concrete to
for m a continuous corrugated, and therefore
structurally self supporting surface.
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Robin Boyd + Neil Clerehan
Small Homes Service Exhibition,
Melbourne, 1953

Houses from this service are designed by architects,
almost solely for the idealised family unit.
They utilised fairly simple modes of modularity in both
structural systems and cladding within available
standardised building elements found within accepted
building practices, practices that excluded the use of
steel though both its limited availability and perceived
unsuitability for domestic use.
What results is an optimistic yet modest form of
minimalism and modernist aspiration, a liking for natural
materials and a strong sense of passive solar design
and linkage to a uniquely local landscape and
environment.
By the 1970’s, and not totally separate from the above,
is a whole ‘bush’ movement emerged as something
of a counter-culture and to some extent still thrives
today on the outskirts of Melbourne, nowadays pushed
further into genuine rural areas that a fast becoming
fused, even confused, with Melbourne’s commuter
belt.
While not trained formally as architects, designers such
as Alistair Knox, together with landscape designers such
as Edna Walling, Gordon Ford and Ellis Stones, built
many wonderful houses and community buildings
utilising semi-skilled labour, re-cycled materials and a
strong sense of connection to the bush landscape and
the environment – ‘hippydom’ no less but of a highly

responsive, and responsible, kind perhaps well before
its time.
One simple example, among many, is sufficient to
demonstrate this level of innovation.

Equally, what quickly becomes apparent in attempting
to use steel in a domestic scaled architecture achieved
within comparative to other materials and structural
systems, is the fine balance between structural sizing
and complexity of detail.
Steel is costed by weight, factored up by the extent of
connections and their complexity.
Imagine steel as a sculptural material, where form is
other than a structural outcome, and you pay dearly,
or at least your client does, if the project is to proceed.
Making that, which is considered normal or banal into
something ‘special’ is the trick.
It is about doing simple things well, but always with a
touch of grounded optimism.

Aboriginal Shelter Prototype, Eltham, 1970’s

It dates for the early 1970’s, and was designed by
Alistair Knox.
The shelter is a small prototype for aboriginal housing
in outback Australia, fabricated in Melbourne and
transported to a remote part of South Australia.
In summary, it is these local domestic experiments in
structural expression and utilising available building
materials that greatly inform my interest in steel frame
housing, an interest supported by much of the global
precedents that I have only briefly touched on in the
earlier part of this lecture.
Melbourne Houses

Before beginning I must pay a tribute to my structural
engineering consultants, David Lyon, Philip Gardiner
and most importantly Tim Hall, and all the contractors,
Chris Bland, Bo Curtis and Sebastian Fitzpatrick, who
were all just starting out in their building careers when
they took on the challenge of these houses.
As a team these houses were tackled by us all with an
enthusiasm and some degree of fearlessness that, at
times, seemed to defy any sense of economic or
familial reality.
Toorak 1983
I begin with a very early experimental small project, a
small addition to the rear of an old timber residence in
Toorak, an inner Melbourne suburb.

I would like to now show you four housing projects built
over the time of my practice and a current project
presently at design stage.
I have chosen them specifically because they
represent distinct differences in their approach to the
use of the steel frame and steel cladding.
Each explores the relationship between structure and
cladding or in-fill panelling.
This is probably the most important decision in
determining the architectonic outcome of any
project.

Toorak

explores a structure external and detached
form its glazed enclosure.
Eltham
explores a simpler system where primary and
secondary structure fuse.
Dewhurst explores a structure internal and detached
form its glazed enclosure.
St Kilda explores a shared structural and panellised
exteriority and interiority.

Built in 1983 shortly after my return from England, it was
designed, documented, approved and built within
three weeks.
I show it mainly because it still epitomises all that is
valuable and positive about steel frame construction.
Perhaps regrettably, and with some ambivalence, such
days in Melbourne seem long gone. Current notions of
‘neighbourhood context’ stultify experimental work of
this kind.
Planning permission even for the smallest projects can
take many months, negotiating the labyrinth of local
planning and neighbourhood scrutiny.
Energy concerns also, and quite rightly, deny the
opportunity of providing such deceptive simple forms
of shelter.
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Eltham 1987
The Eltham House was completed in 1987 within a
recently created outer suburban residential sub-division
among vestiges of a bushland setting – a sub-division
cut indiscriminately through what was previously an
intact bushland.
200mm ‘Z’ purlins supported 50mm off the steel framing,
span between portal frames across two bays, for
efficient loading and controlled deflection, for both
roof and walling.

Each frame was manageable by a single worker and
the entire house frame was erected on a pre-poured
concrete slab inside two days.
The whole house took eight weeks to complete.
Walls and roofing are fully insulated and clad externally
with BHP Zincalume Hi-Ten profiled steel sheet cladding
– a contemporary equivalent to corrugated iron, but
with greater spanning characteristics.
Internally walls are simply plasterboard, painted.

Kitchen

Dining Looking East

Front
Elevation

Utilising the northerly aspect, the somewhat
exaggerated extended full height glazed wall ensures
maximum solar heat gain in winter and controlled heat
g a i n i n s u m m e r t h ro u g h c a re f u l l y d e s i g n e d
overhanging eaves.

Computer Imaging 1987 - RUCAPS One of First Generation CAD +
Imaging Program

At a pragmatic level the house represents an attempt
to meet the needs of friends and their three children
within a building budget where options are normally
restricted to the low to middle market of the private
speculative housing industry.
In doing so, it was hoped to replicate some of the virtues
of The Small Homes Service previously sponsored by
the RAIA in earlier years.

Plan

Eltham House, 1987

The house was the first in Melbourne constructed in
factory fabricated steel framing.
This was a system previously used for constructing
prefabricated portable prison cells for country areas.
The steel contractor was the father of an ex-student
who liked what his son was bringing home from my
studio and he wanted to be involved in ‘anything in
steel’ coming out of my office!
A greater show of confidence is hard to imagine!

Internally the house takes advantage of the site slope
towards the street to provide a split level configuration
within.
Active living spaces are arranged on the lower levels
taking advantage of the higher ceiling and abundant
sunlight and all passive bedroom areas are located to
the lower, more intimate upper levels which overlook
a more secluded garden area.
Material selection and detailing are deliberately
minimal yet modest and affordable, expressing an
interest in the power of abstraction as a tectonic
device rather than relying on arbitrary shape making
as an approach to the creation of architectural form.

Under Construction : Cold Rolled Steel

North Elevation

The house is constructed from galvanised
prefabricated steel stud framing and lightweight cold
rolled steel roof framing, not dissimilar to traditional light
timber stud framing.
To achieve minimal site interface, full shop drawings
were prepared, wall frames were shop-welded into
individual wall planes and delivered to site on an oversized trailer.
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The house presents ambiguously as both
compartmentalised container and machine-like
extrusion.
At a more philosophical level, it attempted to reexamine some of the more positive aspects of an
affordable twentieth century modernism and to
reassert a more experimental attitude to the suburban

house, much like the case study houses of west coast
America.
I showed a now quite famous Japanese architect
through the house at that time.
He seemed somewhat disorientated and puzzled by
his first ever suburban experience and worried that he
did not like the house we talked at some length.
It emerged that, no, he liked the house but he could
not come to terms with the fact that the house and
land cost little more than one square metre of land in
central Tokyo where he was then also completing his
own house!

Formally, the program resolved as a large pavilion-like
enclosure comprising the main day to day functions
of the house – living, study, dining, kitchen and main
sleeping areas.
The interior is one continuous space, utilising joinery units
and screen walls to define varying habitable areas.

Dewhurst 1996
South East View Through Guest Pavilion

View From North West Main Pavilion

View from South
Through Courtyard

View From
North West

Completed in 1996, the Dewhurst House is located just
beyond the south-easter n edge of suburban
Melbourne in a protected semi-rural landscape.
Having raised four children in inner suburban Kew, the
clients wished to re-direct and re-focus their worlds by
living with their new life passion, organic berry farming
and specialist tree propagation.
The brief from the clients was deceptively simple.
a. A country house, not a suburban house
relocated, with large spaces similar in size to
the rooms of the large Federation mansion
they would be leaving in suburban inner
Melbourne.
b. A fire-proof house. The area had been severely
burnt out in the bushfires around Melbourne in
1983.
c. A house where being outside was as important
as being inside – all year round and regardless
of weather.
A steel house presented itself as an obvious approach
for both structure (larger spans) and cladding (fire
resistance).

Thinness

Interiors

This pavilion is orientated to the north to maximise
passive solar heat gains and exposure to the dominant
views across the landscape.
Two adjoining, yet separate, minor pavilions provide
guest accommodation and vehicle storage.
The three elements form a ‘U’ shape configuration
around a garden courtyard, the courtyard providing
protection from prevailing winds during the year.
Structurally the house takes its cue from the pragmatic
industrial and agricultural sheds found throughout
Australia, honed to another higher level of considered
yet relatively simple detail.

Framing
Plan
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Roofs turn down to become
walls and walls extend to
eliminate corners.
Ends of walls are capped
with tapered galvanised
steel flashings to end as
almost nothing.
Framing

Steel portal frames on a 6000mm grid provide primary
structure.
Frames are paired halves to enable ease of transport
to site and manageable weight during erection.
Frames have an inverted inner profile to meet the
utilitarian needs of water collection at each end of the
house, and a curved outer profile to soften the apparent
formal relationship with the surrounding rural landscape.
200mm ‘Z’ purlins supported 50mm off the steel framing,
span between portal frames across two bays, for
efficient loading and controlled deflection, for both roof
and walling.
Internal materiality is rigorously limited - steel framing,
corrugated iron cladding, sealed concrete floors and
reconstituted fibreboard joinery.
Colour is used sparingly, with sculptural rather than
decorative intentions.

Interiors, Articulation + Connections

Careful attention is paid to apparent structural
lightness, considered necessary in a more intimate
domestic environment.
All exposed portal structure is kept to 100mm UC
sections with fully welded jointing.
Floors are ground smooth and polished.
Special attention is made to portal column connections
at slab level.
baseplates are cast insitu after which permanent
locating cleats are site welded to them to precisely
locate the portal frames.
A simple bolted connection positions each portal frame
and each frame is then fully welded onto the insitu
baseplate and cleat to achieve the desired moment
connection.
Stainless steel bolts then replace the locating bolts more
as an expression of building process than structural
necessity.
Particular attention is paid to the relationship between
visible primary structure and internal cladding to ensure
articulation of all building elements and to promote a
sense of care in construction.
Thinness too prevails.
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The building is clearly
grounded as a mark of
re s p e c t f o r t h a t a c t o f
inter ference which is
inevitable in any building.
Immediate landscaping and
paving celebrates that claiming of the landscape.
Floating is not an option.
The house is perceived as refined, almost animate,
abstracted form yet somewhat ‘natural’.
St Kilda 2002
The house was completed
in 2002.
To understand this project,
it is important to appreciate
something of St Kilda’s
pre-eminent position in
Melbourne’s history.
Located just south of
central Melbourne, around
the turn of the last century,
St Kilda was a thriving inner
suburb best known as
Melbourne’s public
pleasure ground, with an
extensive network of large
Entrance
scale amusement facilities Luna Park remains as a
diminished reminder of these times.

Luna Park, St Kilda

The site for this house is part of a new subdivision
associated with the development of one of
Melbourne’s first innovative high/medium density rise
apartment projects in the early 1980’s.
The site allotment, by Melbourne standards, is small,
only 7000mm wide x 22000mm deep.
Adjoining properties consist of two and three storey
freehold townhouses built on similar sized allotments.
To the rear is a larger six storey apartment building
which presents as the core of what is, at least for
Melbourne, a highly density inner urban context.

To achieve this vertical configuration a three storey
portal frame offered the best possibilities.
The steel frame is a fully bolted then welded hot dipped
galvanised steel structure.

Imaging

The brief required again was somewhat simple accommodation for a recently married middle-aged
professional couple and an adolescent son from the
wife’s earlier marriage.
The site came with a development specific set of
planning guidelines, specifically building envelope and
setback parameters.
Peculiar to the clients’ brief was a clear indication that
we were not to propose a boundary to boundary
masonry outcome, and in the client’s words, a ‘bunkerlike’ solution.

Several options were tested for column/beam portal
frame grids.
We initially hoped that, like the Dewhurst House,
structural members could be kept to our preferred 100
UC sectional limit.
100 UC columns at 2250mm centres achieved structural
adequacy, but deflection on what is in effect a vertical
cantilevered column system was excessive.
Ultimately, 150UC columns at 4500mm centres met
both structural and vertical deflection requirements.
Columns are bolted at sub-ground level to insitu
transverse concrete tie beams, with a
non-structural infill concrete slab to complete the
ground floor.

Given the extent of overshadowing and the limited
available private open space, and to overcome the
detrimental impact of adjoining properties, it was
decided to invert the internal layout from the more
usual response.
The resultant strategy locates the entry, son’s bedroom
and general utilities to the ground floor.
The main bedroom, sitting room and bathroom is
located to the middle level and living areas and
kitchens to the uppermost level.
Stairs, wet areas and general storage are located
centrally to each level.

Under
Construction

Model As Kit of Parts

Transparent steel decks are located at each end of
each upper level to provide both outdoor space and
to act as sunshading and screening devices to the
habitable areas.
Day to day life is to be actively lived closest to the
available light and air.
To achieve a non-masonry detached solution, a three
storey open-ended structure evolved.

Because of the restricted site access all steel members
are fabricated as single elements then lifted into
position with bolted connections offering initial stability
after erection.
After alignment, all column-beam connections are fully
site welded and, after some difficulty, re-galvanised
on site.
There is no internal transverse cross bracing so columns
are required to achieve full moment connection to
achieve lateral stability.
Architecturally, the frame is conceived as fully
articulated and exposed structure both internally and
externally.
Considerable time and effort was spent achieving what
appears as an almost incomplete open-ended
structure and enclosure.

Structural Studies
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We hope the use of a suspended roof loosely continues
the previously discussed local tradition of steel
suspension projects commencing with the Myer Music
Bowl and Robin Boyd’s own house in South Yarra, both
constructed in the 1950’s.
Continuous frameless highlight glazing, between the
top of the perimeter steel frame and the sloping roof,
encloses the upper level.

Inspiration

Externally, the envelope was developed as a project
specific steel panelling system inspired by a walk
through the back lanes of inner Melbourne.
3mm steel plate is sized to the limits of on-site labour
and, because of the relative proximity of the bay less
than a kilometre away, treated with what can best be
described as a paint system devised for naval warships.

Other than at entry ground level, all end elevations
are fully glazed with doors opening onto large
transparent steel decks constructed from galvanised
Self-supporting galvanised steel grating panels
complemented by perforated stainless steel privacy
screens to each side.
Fabricated mild steel scoop windows are located to
the mid-sections of each side of the house to provide
controlled views and cross ventilation.

Scoop Windows +
Cladding

Interiors Showing Tensegrity Roof Structure

Internally all wall lining is restricted to local Victorian
Ash eucalypt plywood panels.
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Incompleteness +
Continuity

The openness of the planning and the suspended
external transparent external zones create an
environment attuned to the bayside maritime
environment with more than a hint, hopefully, of the
pleasure-dome sensibility long associated with St Kilda.

Floors are butt jointed structural 300 mm x 50mm
structural laminated Victorian Ash beams laid on flat
and bolted directly to the exposed steel frame - there
are no additional ceiling linings.
The roof is an inverted/butterfly profile, suspended from
the main steel wall frame as a rudimentary form of
tensegrity structure first developed by artist sculptor and
inventor Snelson and developed and promoted by
Buckminster Fuller.
The roof structure consists of two primary longitudinal
100 UC frames hung from the perimeter compression
steelwork by sixteen 12mm diameter steel rods.
Cold formed ‘C’ section secondary rafters are laid over
these longitudinal frames cantilevering out to form
protective eaves.
Like the Dewhurst House both roofing and ceiling lining
is corrugated galvanised steel sheeting.

Transparency

Evening
Views

Venus Bay
This final project is still waiting to be better understood.

New Products & Services
Steel Structure Fabrication
& Erection Engineering
Company of 22nd MCC

It is a pair of beach-houses for myself and my adult
daughters.
Recent developments in structural theory indicates
increasing interest in a less formal open-ended
structural solutions.
Here we are exploring the potential of fractal
patterning, in particular Penrose tiling patterns, as a
way towards a discontinuous structural steel surface
where structure, frame and vertical support might
become one and the same.
We have no immediate solutions but there is time to
reflect and wait.
A small model sits in the office fearfully avoiding being
crushed accidentally, waiting for a moment of insight
on how to move forward.
End
Curiously in hindsight, these projects seem to almost
create themselves out of the unique circumstances of
the project – from site and program, to suitable
structural systems and most importantly a certain sense
of adventure from both client and architect often
within limited means.
They seem to come along every five years or so,
They appear only at a time when it seems there is
something meaningful architecturally to contribute to
our local architectural culture.

The Steel Structure Fabrication & Erection Engineering Company
(hereafter abbreviated as “SSFEE”), a subsidiary of China 22nd
Metallurgical Construction Corporation (abbreviated as China 22nd
MCC), is mainly devoting to steel structural engineering,
fabrication and erection. As a specialized company, SSFEE has
acquired the Grade One qualification certification in steel structure
construction, and the Second Class in engineering design. Now,
SSFEE has employees 1,730, including 1,300 technical
professionals, and 68 designers for steel structure second
designing.
SSFEE annual capacity is over 100,000 tons in steel structure
fabrication and erection, involved scopes including metallurgy,
construction material, chemical industry, civil engineering, city
public service etc.
In the whole metallurgical construction industry, SSFEE is the
first company to have been awarded “The integrated management
system certification for Quality, Environment and Occupational
safety and health”.
SSFEE is located in the Industrial Park of China 22nd MCC, which
is a large modern industrial base, focusing on steel product
fabrication for industrial and civil construction. The total area is
370000m2, 50000m2 modernized workshop equipped advanced
processing machines and technique. The Industrial Park owns a
series of steel structure production lines, such as heavy H steel,
light H steel, box structure, pipe network structure, decking plate
etc, to meet various requirements. Furthermore, China 22nd MCC
has introduced into a whole box steel structure production line
and relevant technology from Japan, which is the most advanced
in the world. The automatic production-line adopted for the
welding of box steel girder and steel column units combination is
considered to be the cutting-edge technology at home as well as
abroad in the said industry.
SSFEE has since expanded into the market of Singapore and is
currently completing the Square 2 and IKEA Tampines. It is the
company’s policy to continue pursuing new opportunities in
Singapore as well as the regional markets and at the same time,
forming strategic alliances with potential partners to enhance our
competitive edge.
FOR THE MOST VIABLE & CREATIVE SOLUTIONS IN
STEEL, KINDLY CONTACT US AS FOLLOWS:
1. Li Wen Feng (H/P: 90839780)
2. Chor How Choon (H/P :98791398)

It is not an idea that I am at all unhappy with.
Novena Medical Centre

Steel Structure
Fabrication & Erection
Engineering Company of
22nd MCC

10 Anson Road
#31-05 International Plaza
Singapore 079903
Tel : 6225 1980
Fax : 6225 2892
Website : www.22mccjj.com.cn

ISO 9001:2000, ISO 14001:1996, GB/T 28001-2001

Singapore Novena Medical Centre – 2463 tonnes

The Third Phase of Beijing International Trade Building
– 50000 tonnes

Steel Work Project of Shijiazhuang Kaiyuan Plaza
– 7000 tonnes

Project of Beijing HQ Building of Siemens – 5023 tonnes

Beijing Lexijinxing (LG) Building – 14447 tonnes

